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On the heels of Treasurer Scott Morrison’s Budget speech
InnovationAus.com co-hosted a roundtable luncheon on Open
Banking and the way forward for Australia. The morning after
the Budget, amongst endless debate on tax cuts and super
schemes, some of the financial sector’s leaders were focussed
on another part of the Treasurer’s announcements…
“In this Budget we are also moving forward with our Open Banking
Regime and consumer data right, giving small businesses and
households more control, more choice and better deals.”
Under the proposed ‘Open Banking Regime’, Australian
banking customers will be given greater control over their
consumer data, and would be able to share that data with a
range of other potential providers. The changes should give
consumers greater access to the best-value financial products
on the market. In other words it’s a game changer.
But how will the Open Banking model be designed and
implemented in Australia? To give us an excellent bird’s eye
view we heard from Chris Michael, Chief technology officer
of the UK’s Open Banking Implementation Entity. Chris gave
attendees not only his best practice tips and suggestions, but
also his honest perspective of the lessons learnt in the UK that
can be applied to Australia.
The lunch started with Chris Michael giving a brief introduction
to where the UK is at right now on their Open Banking journey
and the challenges they have encountered. His presentation
included a deep dive into the technical standards.
The discussion then progressed to Australia’s proposed
model, what it means for bank customers, as well as the
privacy and security implications of sharing customer data. A
great discussion ensured among attendees at the lunch.
JAMES RILEY
Editorial Director
InnovationAus.com
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Chris Michael:
We are very much at
the start of the open
banking journey and
there’s still a lot more
work to do.
The implementation entity OBIE was
set up back in 2016 and I’ve been
there pretty much from day one. We
were set up by the Competition and
Markets Authority. I think it’s quite a
similar construct to what you’re doing
in Australia, which is interesting to
see a central body or group that is
responsible for not just creating the
standards but making sure they are
implemented. Interestingly, this isn’t
something that exists across Europe.
There are a number of initiatives and
standards across Europe but there is
no one actually looking at the whole concept of implementation – and
that’s absolutely key.
We’ve started off with something called
open data, which is more codifying information that is always in the public
domain. It’s less so information around
branch and ATM location data, and
product information about some accounts, so personal business current
accounts, card savings, but it’s more
like pricing, features, and benefits,
and creating a standard for that.
The difference in the UK from Europe
is that the nine biggest banks (known
as the CMA9) were mandated to pay
both for the implementation entity and
for adopting the standard. So, the
standard that we are creating is a mandated standard for those nine banks
and it’s optional for everyone else.
We think it’s a fully open standard.
We’ve taken great pains to ensure
that it’s fully open and everyone can
contribute globally to it and that everyone can adopt the standard, if they
so choose.
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We started with open data and we’ve
since been working on read/write
data - again that’s a point of difference between us and Australia.
But maybe it’s both the reads and the
writes side of things. Both the read
and write API is effectively now become pretty much synonymous or the
same standard, and requirements as
PSD2s.
So, it started off a little bit restricted
covering just personal business current accounts and sterling, but our
agreements has now changed. We’re
working on a version three of the API,
which we’re going to publish in August this year. It will cover all PSD2
accounts so basically anything that
is an online payments account and in
any currency for both read and write.
Published in August, the technical
standard part of PSD2 requires banks
to be live in the market either with an
API solution or something called a
fall-back, which is pretty horrible, by
September 2019. Months in advance to that the banks are required by
March 2019 to have a testing facility available for third parties. During
that six month period is the period in
which authorities across Europe will
validate the implementations of each
of the banks who provided an API interface.
Now that’s an important thing and something I think you need to think about
in terms of Australia having enough
time to test and validate things. It
is not a one-off process because as
we all know this concept of minimum
viable products is a very important
concept, so I don’t think this has been
very thought through in Europe of how
this is going to play out beyond 2019.
The concept of having enough testing
time is an important one, something
we all need to think about.

The open banking standard in the UK
is going to evolve beyond just PSD2
as well. It’s going to cover other areas
particularly around other payment
types. One of the things – and this is
gut feel estimate – but probably 70
percent-plus of our time and efforts,
and discussions and concerns have
been around the payment API - not
the account information API. I think
it’s sensible to look at account information first. Payment does create a lot more concern in the industry
around payment API and its risk element, but account information and account access.
One of the things we obviously got in
Europe is GDPR, which provides a
good protection framework for consumers, whether that is protection from
a third party or from a bank. So, what
we’re doing also needs to be compliant with GDPR. So, that’s the kind
of framework that we’re working on
now and the time frames.
The implementation entity – we are
there until some stage into 2019. At
some stage, this will probably morph into – well the standards part of
this – will move into the new payment
service operator. There are still some
questions about funding and who
pays for it then and how it all works. At the moment, it’s funded by the
CMA 9, not funded actively.
Identity is absolutely at the heart of
unlocking how the APIs work. I think
the single most important thing that
we’ve done is the API standard, whether you’ve got ten fields or twenty
fields in your API response. Yes, it’s
important but it’s not the most important thing. If you have the principle
that APIs provide access to information that customers currently get online there will be differences between
accounts anyway.
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There are some things in the API that
are there that aren’t online like transaction IDs. You don’t see that as a
customer; that should, in my opinion,
be a mandatory requirement for an
API. Customers don’t get it online but
third parties need it in order to provide effective applications, but that
core principle of providing what you
provide online means inherently there
will be differences.
The key thing and the main issue that
I think is the most important thing is
getting the security model right: both
in the point of view of protecting the
customer with their credentials and
banking credentials; and how the customer authenticates with a third-party
or a bank, and providing a standard
that can be implemented effectively
by vendors and can be implemented
by third parties and built against.
If you’ve got variances in the security
model, it does a number of things. It
creates potentially a huge barrier for
third parties to develop and integrate their applications with each bank
that can be a significant barrier. It
also creates huge problems from a
user experience point of view where
you’ve got different banks adopting
different ways of authenticating customers and requiring customers to go
through different flows.
We started with a redirect model.
There’s been quite a lot of talk about
that and a number of the banks have
implemented that in the UK in a way
which isn’t that great from a user experience point of view. They’re all
getting better at that but that’s something that has taken time, and has
created quite a bit of friction between
third parties and banks in the UK.
What third parties want is they want
their customers to have a seamless
user experience. I believe banks also
want that but that has been a challen-

ge when you redirect from a third-party application to a banking application
and back again. Creating a seamless
user experience is absolutely key and
that from a user experience point of
view is the most important thing. If
you can create a standard, which reduces technology barriers and provides a good user experience and first
class security for a customer, that’s
a big enabler and the most important
thing to concentrate on.
We’ve also put a lot of effort into something called the open bank directory. It was nothing to do with the
PSD2 requirements, but it was a part
of the CMA order to create effectively a central whitelist. We built this
directory, which is effectively a marketplace that enables regulated third
parties to have a trusted certificate
so they can trade with each other
and connect with each other in a secure manner. Everyone knows who
they are dealing with at any point in
time; there’s trust in the ecosystem.
That’s something that’s absolutely
key. I think it’s something that should
be an essential part of the Australian
ecosystem.
If you don’t have that central directory then what you create is potentially a lot more work for third parties
and banks in terms of understanding
who they are dealing with at any point
in time. You create a lot more risks.
You create a lot more barrier to entry
for the smaller banks and the smaller
third parties.
James Riley:
Cameron, given Australia Post’s involvement with DTA on the
federated trust identity, what’s your understanding on where we’re up to as
far as implementation of real whole of
government digital ID?

Cameron Gough:
The DTA would need
to comment on their
internal plans but I
can talk about the
work we have been
doing with them. We’ve been working
with the DTA on two fronts. The first is
policy. You would’ve seen the trusted
digital identity framework has been
released, and it is working to evolve
some previous standards and take
those to a level where there’s clarity
around what a digital identity means
and what assurance level would have
been achieved behind it to provide
greater confidence to those that might
depend on it. If we can get a standards
framework in place, probably public
sector and private sector, that would
unlock a lot of value in the economy.
When we talk to organisations that
are looking to do similar things to us
around being an identity provider, and
I know some of you around the table
are looking at doing that, there is a
shared view that that it is very hard to
play in a market that doesn’t have any
kind of framework in existence.
We’re excited by what an agreed framework can do. It is possible we’ll
see a public sector framework and a
private sector framework. They will likely differ but we hope they align at
some level to broaden interoperabilty.
But I think what is critical, and as you
mentioned, Chris, is knowing what
you’re accepting as an identity and
being sure of what was done to verify
that identity.
The second thing is that the government wants to create a market for
identities. So rather than having one
way to access Government services, one identity provider, it’s about
allowing multiple identity providers
with consumers choosing which one
they are comfortable with and using
that to interact with government.
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So the second piece is important for
us and for digital ID. We want to be
the first in line. And we expect there
will be others, there will be choice for
consumers.
So the work that the DTA is doing is
important to create that framework
and infrastructure to support online
access to government services.
Stuart Stoyan:
One of the interesting things in the
Farrell review is the
fact that customers
are very much the
centre of that report, and there were
four lenses that were required. I think
this is a key learning from the UK as
well where it was institutions putting
in place open banking and then when
launching it was like, “Oh, hang on we
need to actually bring the customer
on this journey”. So, that’s been very
much a focal point.
To your question and to your point
Wayne I think the royal commission
very much puts the customer front
and centre of this. The lens of the
Treasurer and all stakeholders should
be putting through is what is the customer outcome that has been driven
from this, and that’s going to be where the trade-offs are going to be.
Mark Perry:
That’s key. I think this
is being driven out of
customer demand for
new products and
services, rather than
being pushed from the other way.
Nobody is going to walk into a bank
and say “I want open banking”, that
doesn’t happen. But what will happen
is that someone will release a fantastic new application on the phone or
what have you, and people will use
that application and they will say,
“Does my bank connect to this? Can
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I use my banking data to provide that
service to me?”
And what we need to be doing is providing the mechanisms to allow that
person to firstly allow that data to be
shared securely, but also with informed consent.
I think open banking gives us a model
where we can actually, at fine detail,
provide that information to the consumer and make them feel as if they are
in control, and then be able to remove
consent at a later date using a very
easy mechanism.
Liong Lim:
That’s a really interesting point that is
being discussed. Is
there any experience
from the UK around consumer acknowledgement and comprehension
of what open banking is and how the
process runs?
Chris Michael:
Yes and no. There’s
been some scare stories about how open
banking is going to
allow third parties
to have all your data. I think people
have been pushing stories that maybe have misrepresented things and
there are assumptions that people
have got that this is an opportunity for
these kind of evil companies to have
all your data and do horrible things
with it and that is not particularly helpful because it’s inaccurate. But there
are surveys which indicate that people are worried about other people
having access to their data.
There are surveys that say if people
can see value then they will happily
share data as a general principle, and
you can apply that to everything, not
just financial services.

Ultimately, the proof will be in the
pudding. What we’ve been trying
to do is promote a message around
best practice and trying to be consistent that as a standards body we
think there are much better ways of
doing things in credential sharing and
screen scraping.
If products fall outside the scope of
open banking and PSD2, there are
better ways of doing this and ultimately it’s not in the customers’ interest
to share their credentials. Ultimately,
GDPR is very powerful and is there to
protect customers but it is the customers’ data. Customers should be able
to access their data and use regulated third parties to provide services
on top of that, and there is evidence
to suggest that there is already a market of people that already use third
parties. In fact, interestingly, the first
third party to go live was Yolt which is
an ING product in the UK, and that’s
been around for a while using screen
scraping and now they’re moving to
open banking.
There are examples you’re starting to
see in the market that are beginning
to get adoption, but ultimately you’re
not going to get valid feedback from
users until you’ve got significant scale, in terms of applications with large
numbers of customers in the market
providing tangible benefits and value.
Liong Lim:
In the UK how is the
regime testing the
success of open banking in the terms of a
consumer outcome?
Are there metrics? Are there measures?
Chris Michael:
That’s something that
is a significant short
falling with PSD2, because PSD2 doesn’t
really talk about cus-
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tomer outcomes, doesn’t really talk
about metrics or measurement, it’s
something that we realised early on
we needed to have something in there.
What we’re doing at the moment…
And we can only mandate this in the
UK for the CMA 9 – but that is the
majority of the market – is we’ve put
in place some MI reporting requirements. At the moment they are more
about the number of API calls, and the
number of successes and failures; it’s
more technical volume based stuff.
The benefit for open banking will ultimately come from third parties.
A bank can be a third party as well,
so it might be banks providing third
party applications, but it will come
from those applications that will drive
benefits.
We don’t have a framework or ability to
mandate that third parties provide feedback or use cases. We don’t know
what many of those use cases are, although we have lots of conversations
with some very interesting third parties who have got amazing products
that are about to come into market.
It will take time and I think that’s one
of the things that I try and do with my
teams is to at least get them to define
what sort of data they need in order
to be able to measure adoption. Ultimately, the measurement is going to
be end customer benefit and that will
take time. It will be quite difficult to be
scientific about how we measure that.
I think there is some really interesting
stuff coming and we will get some results in the next year or so.
Thor Essman:
Speaking outside of
pure banking, perhaps we don’t just
look for the pure banking use cases, we sort of have them
all around us.

Think about Spotify for music. Think
about Netflix for video. Do we need
to validate that in banking? Do we already know that it is the desired human behaviour and the commercial
structures that come on the back of
this are now proven? They have been
proven in the banking sector, but in a
lot of other sectors that embrace that
API open standards and being able
to share between multiple parties –
they’re doing pretty well in terms of
their size and scale and even their
profitability.
Personally I wouldn’t get too caught
up in the proof in banking, versus if
it really is the customer at the centre.
In our customer lives we are living
that experience in almost everything
else we consume in our life. I think
it’s just a, ‘Why not banking?’, versus
really having to prove it is banking.
My playlist would tell you more about
me than my bank balance.
Stuart Stoyan:
Adoption is going to
be different for different cohorts of customers. With my company MoneyPlace we
are an online personal loan provider,
we are a marketplace as well though,
so we have institutional investors on
the other side.
When we sit down with investors and
we explain the process and the fact
that we use screen scraping, they’re
aghast. Why would anybody ever
give you their banking credentials
and actions to their transactional
data? Because they’re not managing
a multimillion dollar fund while on a
significant income.
The reality is that they need this loan
for whatever reason, and so it’s a different lens to that. I think that that
is something to keep in mind – that

we’re not defining us by our own experience and expertise – it’s around
the customer need.
And second to that is the adoption will
come as the actual value proposition
becomes clearer.
To say to an ordinary man or woman in
the street today, would you go through open banking today, they might
be like, ‘Oh, I don’t like change maybe, maybe not, what’s in it for me?’
And the only bit of research that I’ve
seen on this in an Australian context
is that RFI has been doing some research around this, and they showed
that about 80% of people would consider open banking but were reserved
around it. I think is that exact problem
that we’re in, which is that it’s about
education, and about demonstrating
value and need.
Myles Hannan:
You missed something there in that
I think for this to be
successful. We need
to have trust in the
system and so the value and trust
need to be linked together and I think
that Chris highlighted that well at the
start in terms of the importance of
security. The thing is you can have
the most beautiful widgets, but the
moment that it starts putting people
at more risk or there are other data
breaches it doesn’t matter how beautiful the functionality is. The downside
risk associated with people having
full visibility of having all of my songs
is quite different from people being
able to access my accounts, both in
terms of being able to use my identity
and being able to access my funds.
Being able to take my funds, all of
that hurts a lot more than being able
to see my music, so what is at risk
needs to be considered. That is why
we need the accreditation process.
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that’s why we need to be very careful
about the security. It’s why we need
to be sensitive – not just to the value
lens but the value and trust.
Stuart Stoyan:
I’d agree to that, but
I think it’s also about
having an appreciation for the sophistication of the customer as well. One of the great insights
that I’ve picked from Scott when he
talks about the review is that what we
do with data should be no different to
what you can do with cash.
So if I actually have systems in place
that enable me to move cash around
then we should be able to enable me
to do that with my data. Yes, the system
needs to work, but whether or not that
trust is there already, I question that.
Whether or not there is an over importance on our belief on that trust is
there, I’d also question that as well.
It’s absolutely important and critical
that we have security and protocols
in place and standards in place, but
don’t let that become an inhibitor of
momentum because we want a precise and perfect solution on security.
Julie Greenall-Ota:
This is an important
discussion on trust.
I was tying it back to
the question of building consumer awareness and the consumer education
piece, we’ve perhaps talked about
that enough but it would be helpful
to hear your views on what’s the right timing for that, Myles, you’re sort
of suggesting to wait until we’ve got
a trusted system and the values, or
whether we introduce it to them early.
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Myles Hannan:
I wasn’t saying to go
slowly, I’m actually a
big supporter of the
concept, I’m just saying I want to make
sure that we can do it in a way where
we can maintain trust so it’s done in
a safe way. I’m not saying to go slow.
Cameron Gough:
What I’m getting at is
the consumer at the
moment is told to never share their username and password
unless you’re on the banking site.
My understanding of how it works in
the UK is that you would actually use
your username and password.
Chris Michael:
No, that is incorrect.
There are three sort
of methods of security flows that are
being spoken about
across Europe. There’s the redirect
model, which is where as a customer
you use a third party app, you’re then
redirected to your banking site or app
and then you authenticate within your
banking site that you never give your
password to a third party.
There’s a decoupled mode, which
means different things to different
people but effectively has got many of
the benefits of that. It enables other
use cases where you’re across multiple devices effectively. Still the principle is that you don’t give anyone your
third-party credentials.
Then there is something called an
embedded mode where you pass
through multiple factors of your identity through a third-party interface. If
you think about the use case and why
embedded is being promoted across
Europe, there are three reasons why
it is being promoted in my opinion.

The first is that there are a number
of large third parties. There are two
very big third-party payment processors in Europe that have an existing
business model around embedded,
but it doesn’t work particularly well
with biometrics and secure multifactor authentication, but they want to
maintain the status quo. They don’t
want their customers to go and be redirected to a banking interface; they
want to maintain user experience, but
there are other ways of doing that.
In the UK we have started with a redirect method and our premise is that
we will stick to it is as we will not promote methods where the customer is
giving their banking credentials to a
third party. There is an established
market of screen scraping and we
need to allow for that for a period of
time because there is a kind of fuzzy
period or whatever you want to call it
between now and when RCS finally
kicks in? But, ultimately, the standard
does not support credential sharing.
Cameron Gough:
Where I was going
with that is that it feels like there will be a
period of time where
consumers won’t be
sure of which one they are on. So,
you’re going, ‘Is this the safe one, the
open banking one?’ or, ‘Is this the one
that I’m not meant to do?’
We’re clear about redirected and
embedded and so on, we know what
that is, but you’ve got the potential
for phishing attacks when this looks
like a redirect but it’s not and so on.
Has there been any dialogue in the
UK around how you educate users on
what is okay and what is not. It can be
overwhelming for consumers.
We’re all probably familiar with how
it works and we can spot it, but the
average consumer really struggles
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with overload - all they’re left with is
a perception that it is not safe, I don’t
know what I can trust, what’s okay
and what’s not okay? Have there
been any concerns?
Chris Michael:
There are lots of
concerns and a lot
of them are valid. To
your point, redirected is much less of
a threat for phishing than embedded.
Embedded creates a much bigger
opportunity for phishing. Ultimately
consumers trust the brands that they
trust. A lot of people still trust Facebook. Most of the people around this
table probably still trust it because you still use it; I know I do, even
though we know that there are certain
risks associated with it. People trust
certain brands and I guess with what
we’re trying to do with open banking,
at least in the UK, is provide through
the directory and the website visibility
of who the regulated third parties are.
Educating people about the dangers
of credential sharing is another thing
that we should all be doing. But with
a lot of consumers, it will probably go
in one ear and out the other. What will
make a big difference though is when
you’ve got big players coming into the
market. They could be a small player
now and in two years becomes a big
player. They could be a big player
that steps into the market now that
offers services that are at scale, provide real value, and that’s what will
really be the game changer.
Until then, yes, there are risks, but
those risks are mitigated by the fact
that open banking doesn’t have a
bigger option and won’t in the very
short term.

Liong Lim:
With newer market
entrants, if their business models change or their business
focus changes, is
that picked up in accreditation? If someone starts in financial services and
starts to then diversify, is that reflected in accreditation?
Just to outline the context for the
question, if someone comes along
and says, ‘Look I’ve got this offering
and I’d like to collect data for this particular offering’, but then that changes because that part of the market
is much more nimble, how does that
factor into the regulatory oversight
and the consumer visibility of that?
Chris Michael:
At the moment there
are certain defined
regulatory roles in
the context of open
banking, and I can
only really talk about open banking.
In the context of open banking there
are three prime roles. There’s a fourth about to come online as well so
there’s obviously a bank or Account
Servicing Payment Service Provider, Account Information Service and
Payment Initiation Service (PIS).
Those three roles – bank, account
information, and payment – are European wide roles. A company at any
stage can be one or all three of those and their regulatory status might
change at any time. Depending on
which authority they could be regulated by any authority in Europe, so
they could be accredited by any authority in Europe, and their status might change at any point in time. They
might lose all of their statuses or go
from one to the other. Inherently there
is going to be some kind of fluidity
in there.

What we’ve done with the directory
is provided a framework that we will
check on a daily basis across Europe, of what their regulatory status is,
and make sure that the directory and
the certificates reflect that on a pretty
much near real-time basis.
Sarah Squire:
But everyone who is a
part of UK open banking is also a part of
the GDPR - the General Data Protection
Regulation – which prevents them
from using data for any reason that
they have not obtained consent for.
James Riley:
We’re getting a fairly European-centric
view of the world and
in Australia we’re
quite schizophrenic –
we take our advice from Europeans
and North Americans and from our
North as well. Just in terms of the
conversations that you’ve been having in the past couple of days that
you’ve been here, what’s happening
here in Australia that might look different to your North American markets
or even Europe?
Mark Perry:
To a great extent,
we’ve really been
watching what’s been
happening overseas
and learning from
those other markets. I think we’ve got a
real opportunity here now with the UK
breaking ground in this area that we can
follow and learn from those mistakes.
I think that Chris has given a sum
of the recipe they’re moving forward
which is about having the centralised directory of participants enabling
accreditation, and starting off in small
chunks, as well as not trying to bite off
too much.So, start with read access
then in the future move to read write.
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But I like to think of it as this is the
plumbing, this is the infrastructure
that all the great services that people want to build, all the FinTechs and
the banks and so on. This is just the
underlying piece of the puzzle. Yes,
we’ve got to provide enough trust behind this for the consumer but in terms
of the technology it’s all pretty much
there now, we’ve got a few things to
do in terms of standards and so on
but I think the UK has that fairly well
in hand. It’s all a matter now of going
to market and evangelising this to the
technology companies, but also to the
consumers so they can then take that
on and have that trust.
As Chris likes to say, the problem we
have at the moment is that these bad
behaviours sharing data without consent
or uninformed consent; people downloading their banking data onto their
PC and then perhaps storing that
without a password on their PC; or
storing it in Google Drive without two
factor authentication. All of that is happening now and what we’re really trying to do is put a framework in place
that enables security to be the uppermost there, in effect transparent to a
lot of the participants, it’s a baseline.
Thor Essman:
One of the things we
see from Australia is
our size is our benefit – the smaller you
are the faster you can
go. Here, we feel like we have a very
big problem but on a global scale it’s
actually very small, and therefore our
ability to change it is just that much
is better and faster. When I look at
adoption rates for things like identity
or the cloud, the size and scale that is
actually happening here is accelerating
faster than most of the outside world.
We have a smaller problem, which
should make it easier to fix, yet we’re
very cash rich as well, so we’re able
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to cast our way into that. That’s sort
of the first one.
But I do just want to go back to the point
about being concerned about people’s
bad behaviour. We all drink wine. Some
of us still smoke cigarettes. At the end
of the day we can’t change people’s
behaviour; they will still do things that
they should not do. It is our role to try
to protect them against themselves by
making it so simple that they can’t make
that mistake.
The barrier should not be, ‘How do we
constantly educate people around their
behaviours?’, our role in this ecosystem
is to protect them around the knowledge that they shouldn’t have to have. It
shouldn’t have to be that complex and it
should not be that easy to take advantage of, and I think that goal is very similar
to how people build products.
When we all buy our phones, they made
it very simple for us to use without a
video instruction manual. We need to
consider how we publish and do products in which our APIs in this will not
be a project, they will be a product. You
have to think about the long running value and economic life of that product.
Liong Lim:
It’s about education
but it’s also just as
much about design,
so that the education
becomes something
which is additional or a value-add.
I’m just wondering that in terms of
how you designed the experience
and the education that has gone with
it. In the UK have you thought about
the full spectrum of potential users,
so not just the millennials - who are
very digitally savvy - but also users in
the banking sector who we regard as
vulnerable, or need that additional attention to make sure they understand
what’s happening?

Chris Michael:
Yes, absolutely. One
of the things that
we’ve done – which I
haven’t really spoken
about – is we’ve designed the consent and authorisation
model. The way that we’ve designed
the APIs has been very much based
on user experience. So, with user
research we’ve built lots of mock
ups. We have done a lot of research
amongst different customer segments
to try and build not just the standards
and the model, but also some guidelines, which we believe are best
practice, and will help third parties
and banks that build and implement
something that encourages adoption.
James Riley:
Pip, on that education
piece has the ABA
formed a view here
because culturally it’s
kind of interesting.
Pip Freebairn:
Yes, definitely customer education with
the government is
important not only
for people to protect
their data, but when open data gets
rolled out over the rest of the economy that it’s actually used, and we
get the most out of it and the customers benefit.
It’s not just about being tech savvy;
it’s about being financially literate.
Do we know that millennials will be
as financially literate when they are
presented with all these new products
that they don’t know about or perhaps
their parents don’t know about? So
that’s another part of it that we have
to keep in mind when we’re rolling
into open data.
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James Riley:
I’m interested to understand what the
table thinks about
non-bank players in
an open banking regime. Obviously it opens up a whole
new realm of possibilities but those
possibilities presumably include incredibly well funded players who can
get into adjacent markets, the eBays,
the Amazons, the Alipays and Alibabas, is there a view here?
Thor Essman:
My personal concern
is not the really big
ones. My personal
concern is the tier
twos. The really biggest of the big, even if they had some
margin erosion or market erosion they
can afford it. But the middle tier – the
sort of tier two financials – they’re the
ones who I think are going to be at the
greatest risk because they don’t have
that market size or the margin size to
project and one of the big players. If
they came in they would come from a
consumer or SME-based market and
it would really hurt that particular sector, and that’s my greatest fear in that
whole process.

they would go into the SME world and
just shear balance strength of the really big companies like the Amazons
and Facebooks. They can just kill a
market because they want to and they
can buy a market almost. We need to
particularly protect against that to protect those tier twos, in my opinion.
Chris Michael:
It’s almost inevitable
that you’re going to
get the very big technology players coming into this space
and they’re there for all sorts of financial products, not just banking, pensions, loans, whatever; they might do
partnerships, they might do their own
products. I think it’s potentially a worry
for any bank or any financial institution
because these big technology companies have potentially more cash, can
move more quickly, and have more
customer footprint. It’s also an opportunity if we know they’re coming and
that they’re going to do this. How can
other companies react to that?

Stuart Stoyan:
I’m not necessarily saying this as an opinion
but more as a question: “Is that necessarily a bad thing?” If
what we’re suggesting then if someone
comes in with a stronger value proposition that benefits customers, whether
they’re consumers or SMEs.

My view around the whole concept of
open banking and open APIs in general is that everyone should think of it
as an opportunity. If you think of it as
a threat, you might as well go home,
pack your bags, and go and do something else. It’s an opportunity for everyone to embrace it, look at it like how
you can make the most possible value out of this for your customers and
for your business. That’s the way you
should approach it, and if you do that
you’re more likely to get a benefit from
this than not and you’ll provide a more
valuable service to your customers.

Pip Freebairn:
As long as it’s a value
proposition because
if say, for example, a
very large company
– of which we are a
partner of – were to go into banking

Sarah Squire:
Since its inception,
the OpenID foundation has intended
open APIs to act as a
facilitator of the free
market, right? So, we want people to

have control of their data to be able
to move their data to whatever company provides the best value proposition – that’s the idea behind it since
the beginning.
Warren Bradey:
One of the other
things that is really
interesting for Australia is that we’ve
introduced this concept of reciprocity, which means that
if some of those big players come into
the market, and are offering other
services then there will be a requirement for them to reciprocate and
share out their data for other players
to make use of them. I think that the
opportunity for competition or any of
those players coming into that market
is a positive one.
Tom Grissen:
As Open Banking
spurs innovation of
new FinTech related
services, the impact
on the established
market and its incumbents has the potential to be fairly dramatic and share shifting. We witnessed the rapid
emergence of the rideshare industry,
and the impact rideshare companies
had on traditional providers.
Similarly, Open Banking coupled with
how technology is enabling the shift of
power from the enterprise to the consumer will have a big impact on people
and traditional providers of banking
services. Changes are now underfoot,
and those who are nimble enough to
adjust to this new reality have the
opportunity to parlay the change into a
fruitful business opportunity.
While transportation based applications were key technology enablers
for the rideshare industry, having trust
in the “identity” of a legitimate user is
key to unlocking Open Banking.
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Tim Hicks:
It would be interesting to hear from people around the table,
from banks in particular, on how they see
the opportunity to access other people’s data and the potential that might
provide for their own businesses, rather than just being an obligation that
they’re facing.
Nigel Dobson:
What I hear from the
UK is that all the people just sort of got
over the line for compliance, which indicates to me that they would probably plan
for compliance. Whereas, I presume
the other counterparts in Australia we
certainly take the approach where you
need to plan beyond compliance; you
want to be a producer and a consumer. I have been impressed with what
I’ve seen out of Yolt and even HSPC,
for example, and that kind of market
presence with those offerings should
be a cautionary tale for us all.
What it really means is that we’re all
going to be fighting amongst the four
of us trying to get data off of each other
to try and get the best proposition. It
will be a very small ring in which we
will be fighting for a period of time. It
will be interesting to see and that will
clearly raise the level of service, and it
will be the tide that lifts all boats but it
does mean that we have to plan well
beyond compliance.
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